Aims. We present the first results of a large spectroscopic survey of candidate globular clusters located in the extreme outskirts of the nearby M31 galaxy. The survey is aimed at ascertaining the nature of the selected candidates to increase the sample of confirmed M31 clusters lying more that 2
Introduction
The study of globular clusters (GC) systems is a fundamental astrophysical tool to investigate the formation and the evolution of distant galaxies. GCs are ubiquitous and abundant in virtually any type of galaxy; they are intrinsically bright and can be identified even at large distances; their integrated colors and spectra are relatively easy to interpret, since they typically host a Simple Stellar Population (Renzini & Fusi Pecci (1988) ); their kinematics are powerful probes for the gravitational potential of their parent galaxy (see Brodie & Strader (2006) , and references therein).
In this context, the GC system of our next neighbor spiral galaxy, M31, plays a key and twofold role:
-It is the richest GC system that we can study with the same integrated-light methods that we apply to any distant galaxy, and whose individual GCs can also be resolved into stars with HST. This provides a fundamental sanity check for our observations of distant GC systems. -It has a much larger number of members (∼ 475 ± 25, as estimated by Barmby et al. (2001) with respect to the GC system of the Milky Way (≃ 150 GCs), and, apparently, a larger variety of cluster "species" (including, for example, the massive young disc clusters (BLCC) described by Fusi , or the Extended Clusters (EC) discovered by Huxor et al. (2005) ). This provides the opportunity to study in detail systems that are rare or have no counterpart in our own Galaxy.
In spite of uninterrupted study since the times of Hubble (1932) , we are still lacking a complete knowledge of the GC system of M31 (Barmby et al. (2001) , Galleti et al. (2006a) , hereafter G06a). At present, we know more than 350 confirmed members, but hundreds of candidates are still to be checked (G06a) and any new survey finds out new clusters or promising candidates (see, for example, Mochejska et al. (1998) ; Huxor et al. (2004) , hereafter H04; G06a and references therein). In particular, some recent studies (H04; Galleti et al. (2005) , hereafter G05; Martin et al. (2006b) , hereafter M06b) have opened a window on a realm that was completely unexplored: that of remote 2 S. Galleti et al.: A spectroscopic survey of globular clusters in M31. II. Remote clusters.
M31 clusters, i.e. those lying at a projected distance (R p ) larger than 30 -40 kpc from the center of the galaxy.
Until two years ago, the outermost M31 cluster known was G1, located at R p ≃ 35 kpc. This situation was quite disappointing, since in the Milky Way there are seven clusters lying at R GC > 40 kpc, while M31 -which, as said, has a much richer GC system -seemed to have none. In G05 we presented a method to select candidate remote GCs in M31 from the Extended Sources Catalogue of 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. (2006) ). The nature of the selected candidates must be subsequently ascertained by means of low resolution spectra that provide the radial velocity estimate by which a genuine globular cluster can be told from background galaxies or foreground stars (see G06a and references therein). In G05 we also presented the spectroscopic follow up of two of our candidates that lead to the discovery of the outermost cluster of M31, B514, located at R p ≃ 55 kpc from the center of M31. The observed spectra indicated old age and low metallicity for B514. Subsequent follow up with HST ACS/WFC allowed us to obtain a deep Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD), confirming B514 as a genuine old and metal-poor, bright GC (M V ≃ −9.1), with a blue Horizontal Branch (Galleti et al. (2006b) , hereafter G06b). Later, M06b identified an even more extreme cluster at R p ∼ 118 kpc; very recently, Mackey et al. (2007) presented ACS/WFC photometry of ten additional clusters from H04, three of them lying at R p > 40 kpc 1 . Here we present the results of the first year of our ongoing survey for remote M31 globular clusters whose earliest results were described in G05 2 ; we report on the discovery of four new bright globular clusters located at projected distance 40 kpc < ∼ R p < ∼ 100 kpc from the center of M31. All over the paper we will adopt D=783 kpc for M31, from McConnachie et al. (2005) ; at this distance, 1
• corresponds to ≃ 13.7 kpc, 1 ′ to ≃ 228 pc. V r = −301 km/s is adopted as the systemic radial velocity of M31, as in G06a.
Selection of candidate remote clusters
The catalogues from the 2MASS all-sky survey (Skrutskie et al. (2006) ) provide the possibility of selecting interesting sources in arbitrarily large areas of the sky around M31. In Galleti et al. (2004) -hereafter G04 -we searched for the counterparts of known M31 GCs and candidates GCs (CGCs) in 2MASS and we found that the large majority (92%) of genuine GCs are included in the Point Source Catalogue (PSC), while only the remaining 8% is in the Extended Source Catalogue (XSC). This statistic suggests that if a candidate M31 GC is included in the XSC it is very likely a genuine extended source; in principle, the selection of candidates from the XSC should overcome any contamination from foreground stars. Therefore, a CGC selected from the XSC can only be a genuine GC or a distant galaxy in the background: a simple low resolution spectrum is sufficient to tell one case from the other since M31 GCs have radial velocities around V r = −301 ± 480 km/s, while background galaxies have cosmological recession velocities (V r > +5000 km/s; G06a).
Actual selection criteria have evolved while the survey was ongoing and will presumably be further refined and adjusted in the future. Here we describe the preliminary selection procedure that has been adopted until now.
First of all, we considered sources extracted from 2MASS-XSC located within a ∼ 20
• ×20
• area around M31 excluding the innermost 2
• . We limited the extraction to well-behaved sources that have valid measures of the magnitude in J, H, and K (13006 sources). To reduce the number of eligible sources to a more manageable number we impose three strong selection criteria, tailored on the observed characteristic of confirmed M31 GCs:
1. GCs are quite round in shape, in general. M31 appear to host clusters of larger ellipticity with respect to the Milky Way, still there is no known GC having e = 1.−b/a > 0.4 (Barmby et al. (2002) ). Since the XSC provides the axis ratio (b/a) for all the listed sources we can impose a limit in e to the selected sources. To exclude from the sample all the disk galaxies seen with a significant inclination and very elongated elliptical galaxies we retained only sources having e ≤ 0.4. 2. A very broad limit in non reddening-corrected color (J − K ≤ 1.2) was adopted to exclude the reddest early type galaxies, that are the most abundant contaminants in the sample. 3. The characteristic size (half-light-radius r h ) of globular clusters at the distance of M31 is 0.3 ′′ ∼ < r h ∼ < 9 ′′ (Barmby et al. (2002) ). To reject relatively nearby background galaxies that may have large projected sizes we excluded all the sources having characteristic radius measured in the J images, R J > 10 ′′ . We chose R J because J images have the highest S/N in 2MASS, therefore the most reliable measure of the size of an object is obtained in this passband.
Using he above criteria, we selected ∼1800 objects that were finally submitted to direct visual inspection on DSS2 images 3 . In this phase we mainly rejected nearly-face-on spirals and/or irregular galaxies that were not pruned by automatic criteria. The visual analysis of possible candidates is currently ongoing. At present we have inspected the images of the first 280 of them (randomly chosen): 109 passed the "visual inspection test" and were retained in the final list of good candidates that deserve spectroscopic follow-up. Here we describe the follow-up of 48 candidates. If we include the results of the pilot project (G05), at the present stage of advancement of the survey we have obtained spectra of 50 candidates and we obtained a harvest of six bona-fide remote M31 GCs. Two of them were independently discovered also by H04 (see also Mackey et al. (2007) ), four are completely new discoveries. The global success rate of our selection procedure is 12%.
Selection biases
From the above description of our selection criteria it is quite clear that our final sample is subject to several biases. By definition we cannot find very elliptical, very red and/or very extended clusters (as those identified by Huxor et al. (2005) ). As we draw our candidates from the XSC, we cannot select any cluster appearing as point-like in 2MASS (G04 Ibata et al. (2001; and M06b). They can certainly reach fainter clusters and in many cases GCs are partially resolved in their images (H04), hence quite easy to identify even without spectroscopic follow-up (in fact, they are taking into consideration only objects that are -at least partially -resolved into stars). On the other hand, 2MASS allows us to survey a much wider area of the sky, including large portions of the outskirts of M31 that are not reached by the INT-WFC and MEGACAM surveys. In this sense it is interesting to note that three of the four newly discovered clusters presented here lie in regions of the sky not covered by these optical surveys, while one is outside of the INT-WFC area but is included into the MEGACAM survey (see Sect. 3., below).
Observations and data reduction
A database of spectra for 48 targets has been assembled through several observing runs, using different instruments (see below). The main aim of the survey is to obtain low resolution spectra of candidate M31 clusters to measure their radial velocity (RV; V r ), that allows us to ascertain if the considered candidate is a genuine GCs or a background galaxy, according to the criteria discussed in G06a. In some cases we had also to verify the extended nature of the candidates with supplementary imaging, using the technique described in G06a (see below).
DOLORES Data
The imager/spectrograph DoLoRes at the 3.52m TNG telescope in La Palma (Canary Island, Spain) was used in service mode in various nights during the period October -December, 2005 (Run 1), and in visitor mode in the nights of October 10-15, 2006 (Run 2), to acquire long slit spectra of 38 M31 CGCs. DoLoRes is equipped with a 2048×2048 px 2 thinned and back-illuminated Loral CCD array with a total field of view of 9.4 ′ × 9.4 ′ . The adopted MG-B grism yields a resolution of 6
• A (R=875) with 1 ′′ slit, and covers the spectral range 3800
• A< λ < 6800
• A. Our typical exposure times range from 15 to 20 minutes for Run 1 and from 45 to 60 minutes for Run 2, giving spectra with typical S /N ∼ 35 per resolution element. In both runs, high S/N spectra of the bright clusters B158 and B225 were also obtained, to be used as templates for the estimates of V r as in G05 and G06a.
During Run 1, technical problems prevented the acquisition of a reference lamp after each spectrum. For this reason the wavelength calibration of science spectra was of low quality and the typical uncertainty in radial velocity was ∼ ±200 km/s. This allowed a good discrimination between GCs and background galaxies but the V r estimates of GCs were completely unusable for any other purpose. The GCs identified during this run have been re-observed later at the Cassini telescope (see below).
A He lamp spectrum was acquired after each science frame for wavelength calibration during Run 2. Spectra of the adopted radial velocity template clusters have been obtained during each observing night, to ensure the self consistency of the V r scale over the whole run. Bias subtraction, flat-fielding, and sky subtraction were performed using standard packages in IRAF, as described in G05.
BFOSC Data
Long slit spectra for 16 CGCs in M31 were obtained with the low resolution spectrograph BFOSC (Gualandi & Merighi (2001)) mounted at the 1.52m Cassini Telescope of the Loiano Observatory, near Bologna (Italy), during several runs in 2006: August 19-22 (Run 1), September 1-2 (Run 2), October 25-27 (Run 3), and November 22-23 (Run 4). In six cases we reobserved interesting candidates identified during TNG-Run 1; in two cases we observed a given target in two different runs to obtain a spectrum of sufficient S/N for subsequent analysis. During Run 1 we acquired a spectrum of the remote cluster recently discovered by M06b; in the following we will refer to this clusters as to Nearly 60% of the nights were suitable for useful observations. The typical seeing was 1.5 ′′ − 2.5 ′′ FWHM. The detector was a thinned, back illuminated EEV CCD, with 1300 × 1340 px 2 . A 1.5 ′′ slit was used. The adopted set-up provides a spectral resolution ∆λ = 4.1
) and covers the range 4200
We took a He-Ar calibration lamp spectrum after each scientific exposure, maintaining the same pointing of the telescope. Integrations were typically 60 minutes per exposure, yielding spectra with characteristic signal-tonoise ratio S /N ∼ 24 per resolution element. During each observing night we also observed, with the same set-up, at least a couple of template targets that we adopted as radial velocity standards. Such targets are extracted from the list of bright M31 clusters (Master RV templates) for which we have constructed very high S/N template spectra by stacking several spectra obtained in several BFOSC observing runs (see Appendix A for details of the procedure published only in the electronic edition of the Journal). In practice the spectra of RV standard that are obtained during each observing night are used to ensure that the measures obtained during the night are in the RV scale defined by the Master RV templates. The data reduction steps were performed using standard packages in IRAF, as for the Dolores spectra, above.
Radial velocities
The heliocentric radial velocities (V r ) of the candidate globular clusters were obtained by cross-correlation (CC) with the template spectra, using the IRAF/fxcor package (see Tonry & Davis (1979) for details of the technique). We applied a square filter to dampen the highest and lowest frequency Fourier components; if unfiltered, these frequencies produced broad features that masked the narrow CC peaks. We fit the CC peaks with Gaussians. The typical internal velocity errors on a single measure were ∼ 50 km/s for BFOSC and ∼ 65 km/s for DoLoRes spectra.
In both cases we averaged the RV measures obtained by the CC with different template spectra and we adopted the standard deviation of the different estimates as our final error on RV, as done in G06a. This procedure allows a significant reduction of the uncertainty on RV, in particular for the BFOSC spectra, that were cross-correlated with five very-high-S/N spectra from our Master RV Templates set (see Appendix A, in online edition). Note that all our CC RV estimates have been independently a Object with prominent emission lines in his spectrum. b Object with M type spectrum (prominent TiO bands). R1, R2, R3 etc., refer to the various observing runs at the TNG and Cassini (Loiano) telescopes, see Sect. 2. The 2MASS counterpart of the remote cluster discovered by Martin et al. (2006) , here named Martin-GC1, is in 2MASS-PSC instead of 2MASS-XSC as all other entries. Mackey-GC1 is GC1 from Mackey et al. (2007) . 1 Very uncertain RV estimates obtained during Run 1 at TNG; superseded by the estimates from other sources. 2 The radial velocity has been estimated from the stacked spectrum obtained by co-adding the spectra acquired in Run 1 and Run 2 at the Cassini telescope.
checked by measuring the average red/blue-shift on the strongest lines identified in each spectrum, using standard IRAF/rv tasks. The RVs obtained with the two independent methods are fully consistent, within the observing errors.
Optical Imaging
To gain insight on the morphology of the most promising candidates and, in particular, to discriminate between truly Extended sources and actual stars (Point Sources) we obtained BFOSC optical images in white light for eight of the CGCs listed in Tab. 1 Fig. 1 . F-A diagrams from optical imaging for the considered targets (see G06a for discussion of the method). The pentagons are the CGCs classified as Extended objects (B516, B517, B518, B519 and Mackey-GC1), filled triangles are the CGCs classified as Point Sources, i.e. 2masx-j00285169+3905167, 2masx-j00442168+3843319, and 2masx-j00382837+4608217. The parallel lines enclose the strip of the diagram that is populated by bona-fide stars (PS). The imaging of different fields have been renormalized to a unique scale by matching the sequence of stars.
(those having the R (9) and E/PS (10) columns filled), as done in G06a. The observations were performed during Run 2, 3 and 4.
In imaging mode, BFOSC has a pixel scale of 0.58 ′′ /px and a total field of view of 13.0 ′ × 12.6 ′ . The exposure times ranged between 1 and 5 minutes, depending on the brightness of the target and on the atmospheric conditions. The nights were not photometric but clear; the typical seeing was around 1.5
The images have been corrected for bias and flat field with standard IRAF procedures. Relative photometry, FWHM and morphological parameters of each source in the frame -down to a 5 σ threshold -was obtained with Sextractor (Bertin & Arnouts (1996) ). Only non-saturated and isolated sources are retained in the final catalogs (Sextractor quality flag =0). The relatively wide field of view of BFOSC allows the simultaneous imaging of the target and several field stars, thus generally allowing a robust discrimination between Extended and Point Sources (see G06a and below).
Classification of candidates GC
The essential results of the survey are reported in Tab. 1, that lists the 2MASS designation of the surveyed CGCs (name; col. 1), the K magnitude from 2MASS (transformed as in G04; col. 2), a first estimate of RV, the associated uncertainties and the observing run during which the spectra has been acquired (cols. 3, 4, and 5, respectively), a second -typically more accurate -RV estimate, the associated uncertainty and the observing run (cols. 6, 7, B516 B517 B518 B519 Fig. 2 . DSS2 images of the newly discovered clusters. Each image is ≃ 2 ′ on a side. North is up, East is to the left. Note that B518 lies between two very bright foreground stars. and 8, respectively), the ratio R between the FWHM of the target and the FWHM of stars as measured on optical images (col. 9), a morphological classification based on the Flux-Area diagram (E = Extended, PS = Point Source, col. 10; see G06a and below), and the name assigned here or by other authors to the candidates that has been confirmed as bona-fide GCs (col. 11). The RV estimates of column 6 supersedes those presented in col. 3, when both are present (see above). Note that the 2MASS designation provides also the J2000 equatorial coordinates of the object: for example the coordinates of 2masx-j00255466+4057060 are RA = 00 h 25 m 54.7 s and Dec = +40
• 57 ′ 06.0 ′′ . Most of the classification work is quite straightforward: Tab. 1 contains 35 sources that have large recession velocity (V r > +5000 km/s), clearly of cosmologic origin. Hence they are distant background galaxies (class 4 in the Revised Bologna Catalogue -RBC -see G06a, and references therein 5 ). Five of the remaining 12 objects display strong TiO bands typical of M stars in their spectra. The spectra of our RV templates are clearly too different from those of these sources for a safe application of the CC technique. For this reason we don't provide RV estimates for these sources. However, since genuine Globular Clusters have spectral types earlier than K0 (Harris (1996) ), they clearly cannot be M31 GCs, and we classify all of them as (likely foreground) stars (RBC class 6).
Of the remaining eight candidates, five have V r < −150 km/s, hence they may be classified as genuine M31 GCs based on their radial velocity alone, according to the criteria by G06a. The other three have RV typical of the Galactic foreground population ( V r = −29 km/s and σ = 42.6 km/s, G06a) but still compatible with M31 GCs. Their spectral type is compatible with being GCs, hence we must recur to morphological criteria to ascertain their nature. From the optical imaging described in Sect. 2.4 above we derived the ratio R between the FWHM of the can- didate and that of stars in the same image. In general extended objects should have R > 1.0. We find here that all the considered CGCs having −150 km/s < V r <+100 km/s have R ≃ 1.0, typical of point sources. Moreover, in a Flux-Area diagram (F-A, see G06a) they lie in the characteristic strip of Point Sources (see Fig. 1 ). Hence we classify them as foreground stars (RBC class 6). It is somehow unexpected that our sample -selected from a catalogue of extended sources (XSC) -contains also stars (see Sect. 1.1, above). This is probably due to the modest spatial resolution of the original 2MASS images that may blend one or more stars into a spurious extended source.
All the five candidates with V r < −150 km/s have R ≥ 1.06, up to R = 1.36, and appear as Extended sources in the F-A diagram of Fig. 1 . Hence we classify all of them as genuine M31 GCs (RBC class 1, but see Sect. 3.2, below). It turned out that 2masx-j00264769+3944463 was already (independently) identified by H04; it is listed as GC1 in Mackey et al. (2007) . The HST imaging by these authors confirms that this is a genuine M31 globular. In the following we will refer to this cluster as Mackey-GC1, in analogy to the case of , while the assigned RBC name is B520 (see below).
On the other hand, 2masx-j00553861+4524413, 2masx-j00595989+4154068, 2masx-j00145479+3905041, 2masx-j00513014+3407389, have never been recognized before as M31 globular clusters. They are completely new discoveries and we christen them B516, B517, B518, and B519 7 , respectively, according to the RBC nomenclature. These new discoveries increase the number of known remote M31 clusters (R p ≥ 40 kpc) from five (B514/Mackey-GC4, Mackey-GC1/B520, Mackey-GC5, Mackey-GC10 and Martin-GC1) to nine clusters. If we consider clusters having R p ≥ 35 kpc the sample increases from 8 to 12 clusters (see Fig. 8, below) . DSS2 post stamp images of the new clusters are presented in Fig. 2 . It is interesting to note that B518 and Martin-GC1 are listed in the Hyperleda database of galaxies (Paturel et al. (2003) ); hence they have been independently recognized as extended sources also in that catalogue. Among the targets with non-cosmological velocities, the only other source included in Hyperleda is 2masx-j00442168+3843319 -that we clearly identify as a point source. In support to our conclusion, the NOMAD 6 These are provisional names. A. Huxor and collaborators will assess the nomenclature of the clusters they discovered in the INT-WFC and MEGACAM surveys in a paper that is in preparation (A. Huxor, private communication). In the current version of the RBC we have adopted the following abbreviated names for these clusters: Mackey-GC1 = MCGC1, Martin-GC1 = MGC1. 7 The name B515 was assigned to a cluster recently discovered on HST images, as reported by G06a. catalogue (Zacharias et al. (2004) ) report a total proper motion of 168 mas/yr for this source; all the targets we classified as clusters have estimated proper motions < 10 ± 10 mas/yr (i.e. consistent with zero, if any), as expected for extra-galactic sources.
The physical characteristics of the new clusters
Some useful parameters of the remote clusters studied here are summarized in Tab. 2. The V magnitudes have been drawn from the NOMAD catalogue (Zacharias et al. (2004) ) and from M06b for Martin-GC1.
All the considered clusters are more than 3
• away from the center of M31. With the adopted distance scale, the projected distance of these clusters goes from R p = 45 kpc to R = 101 kpc. Martin-GC1 (R p = 117 kpc) remains the outermost known GC of M31, to date. Note that RGB stars belonging to the halo of M31 have been traced out to ∼ 165 kpc from the center of M31 (Kalirai et al. (2006) ).
Near Infra Red (NIR) colors of the considered clusters 8 are compared to those of the known confirmed M31 GCs from the RBC in Fig. 3 . All the newly discovered clusters have colors within the range covered by known confirmed M31 globular clusters. B516 appears very blue in (H − K) 0 and B519 appears as one of the reddest M31 GCs. These possibly odd positions in the NIR color-color diagram may be due to (a) random fluctuations within the sizable uncertainties affecting the photometry, typically of order ≃ 0.05 − 0.1 mag for these clusters, (b) local variations of the interstellar extinction, and/or (c) intrinsic differences in physical parameters (age, metallicity).
A further insight in can be obtained by inspection of the spectra, shown in Fig. 4 (DoLoRes spectra) and Fig. 5 (BFOSC spectra). In both figures we report also the spectrum of a well known and bright M31 GC, the metal rich cluster B225 ([Fe/H] ≃ −0.45, Puzia et al. (2005)) 9 , observed with the same instrument, for comparison. Fig. 4 shows that B517 and B518 have weaker MgI and NaI lines and stronger Balmer lines with respect to B225. This suggest that they may be old globulars, significantly more metal deficient than B225 (see below). On the other hand, B519 has Balmer lines very similar to B225 and metal lines as strong or stronger than B225, thus suggesting that this may be a quite metal rich globular cluster.
In Fig. 5 we plotted also the spectrum of the remote old and metal-poor cluster B514 ([Fe/H] ≃ −1.8, G05, G06b). Mackey-GC1 and Martin-GC1 have MgI and NaI lines much weaker than B225; their overall spectrum is very similar to that of B514, i.e. of an old and metal poor globular with a Blue Horizontal Branch (BHB). This is in full agreement with the results obtained by M06b and by Mackey et al. (2007) ters. On the other hand B516 shows strong NaI and weak MgI features, while Balmer's lines are much stronger that those observed in the old metal-poor and BHB clusters. These characteristics suggests a significantly younger age for this cluster.
As for B514, we measured the strongest Lick's indices that are accessible within our spectra (Mg 2 , Mgb, H β ), following the procedure illustrated in G05 and adopting the definitions by Trager et al. (1998) . The comparison between the indices measured by us and those reported by Trager et al.'s for the clusters in common (B225, B158, see Tab. 3, below) suggests that our indices are in reasonable agreement with the original Lick scale; however they should be considered as preliminary estimates until a more detailed comparison allows us to apply a robust transformation from our natural systems to the actual Lick system (Galleti et al. 2007 , in preparation; hereafter G07). The measured indices are reported in Tab. 3. We use the following relation calibrated on Galactic globulars (G07), to obtain spectroscopic estimates of the metallicity from the Mg 2 index The resulting metallicities are reported in Tab. 3; they are in good agreement with those obtained from the theoretical calibration by Buzzoni et al. (1992) , that are also reported in the same table, for comparison. The estimates for Mackey-GC1 and Martin-GC1 are in agreement with those presented in Mackey et al. (2007) 
B516 and B519: supplementary investigation
As said above, B516 and B519 fulfil all the criteria devised by G06a to classify a CGC as a genuine M31 star cluster. However both present some peculiar property, requiring some supplementary investigation on their nature.
As said, B519 is the only one of our newly discovered clusters that lies within the boundaries of the MEGACAM survey (M06b). N.F. Martin kindly inspected the images from their deep optical survey and provided us with an image of the target and its surroundings. B519 clearly appears as an extended source, with a halo of diffuse light; the MEGACAM image fully confirms that it cannot be neither a star or a blend of two or more stars. Unfortunately, the image is not partially resolved into stars as in the case of Martin-GC1; from the mere inspection of the images one would have classified B519 as an elliptical galaxy. However the non-resolved nature of the image is not conclusive, since there are cases in which genuine M31 GCs cannot be (even partially) resolved into stars even with HST imagery (see, for example, Barmby et al. (2007) ).
In the scenario outlined above, the final word is left to the radial velocity estimate. The estimate presented in Tab. 1 is obtained from a very clean, single and strong cross-correlation peak (CC ≃ 0.4 and Tonry & Davis' parameter T DR ≃ 20). We obtained an alternative estimate of RV from the same spectra by measuring the wavelength shift (with respect to restframe) of seven strong lines (including Balmer lines): the average velocity is V r = −241 km/s, the standard deviation σ = 36 km/s, in full agreement with the CC result. Since (a) it is out of doubt that B519 is a bona fide extended object, and (b) it has a velocity typical of M31 GCs and incompatible with cosmological recession, we firmly conclude that B519 is a genuine remote -and metal rich -star cluster of M31.
The RV estimate rules out a background galaxy as a viable hypothesis also for B516. Unfortunately, in this case we lack imaging of sufficient quality to rule out the possibility that it is a spurious extended object due to the superposition of two or more unrelated stars. The R parameter is not extreme (R=1.09). In Fig. 1, B516 is the open pentagon with the highest value of log F: the point is outside the "star strip", but not so clearly on the "extended object" branch of the diagram as the other clusters studied here. Cohen, Mattews & Cameron (2006) have demonstrated that some objects classified as M31 BLCC because of their strong H β and their RV typical of M31 cluster are in fact asterisms, i.e. chance superpositions of stars residing in the starforming thin disc of M31. This kind of spurious clusters can be encountered only in the high-surface brightness inner regions of the M31 disc, where the strong stellar crowding makes relatively likely the possibility of finding several bright M31 stars within a very small angle( < ∼ 5 ′ ). This cannot be the case of B516, that lies at ∼ 4.8
• (R p ≃ 65 kpc) from the center of the galaxy, where no sign of the disc of M31 is visible. It remains the possibility that B516 is a (or a blend of) Galactic F or A spectral type star(s). Such star should likely be a member of the Galactic Thin Disc since these early types are very rare in the Thick Disc and in the Halo. The synthetic sample of Galactic stars in the foreground of M31 that we extracted from the Robin et al. (2003) model and we analyzed in G06a does not contain any Thin Disc star having V r < −150 km/s; actually, only 1% of the whole sample have V r < −150 km/s. In the same synthetic sample, Thick Disc stars have V r ≃ −53 km/s and dispersion σ ≃ 54 km/s; the rare Halo stars have V r ≃ −196 km/s and σ ≃ 96 km/s, hence the RV of B516 is not strictly incompatible with these Galactic components. The Monoceros Ring substructure (Yanny et al. (2003) ; Ibata et al. (2003) ) crosses the line of sight to M31 and includes A, F stars; however Martin et al. (2006a) have found that Monoceros Ring stars in this direction have mean velocity V r ≃ −75 km/s and dispersion σ ≃ 26 km/s, which seem incompatible with the velocity of B516.
Given the scenario described above, a field Blue Straggler belonging to the Galactic Halo (see Carney et al. (2005) , and references therein) may be the more likely alternative explanation for the nature of B516.
In conclusion, the formal application of the criteria adopted in G06a would lead to classify B516 as a genuine M31 GC; if this were the case we should also conclude that B516 is a young bright cluster as those described by Fusi . The occurrence of a young cluster so far away from the regions of M31 where the star formation is presently ongoing is unexpected; since neither the RV, nor the available imaging can completely exclude the possibility that B516 is a foreground source we maintain a doubt on the final classification of this object, until further observations will clarify the issue.
The population of remote GCs of M31
In Fig. 7 we show the velocity (upper panel) and spatial (lower panel) distribution of the confirmed M31 GC from the RBC and of the recently discovered remote clusters. The HI rotation curve from Carignan et al. (2006) is also plotted in the upper panel, as a reference. The sample of remote clusters currently available for kinematical analysis does not show any clear correlation between position and M31-centric velocity (V r,M31 ). This seems consistent with the association of these clusters to the non-rotating very extended and metal-poor stellar halo that has been recently found in M31 (Kalirai et al. (2006 ), Chapman et al. (2006 ). The velocity dispersion computed from the six objects listed in Tab. 2 plus B514 is σ = 94 ± 46 km/s, in agreement with what found by Chapman et al. (2006) for the stellar halo (σ ≃ 126 km/s). A detailed analysis of the kinematics of the M31 GC system as a whole is beyond the scope of the present contribution and it is demanded to the end of our survey: it is quite clear from Fig. 7 that the (presumably) high incompleteness of the sample prevents any further speculation.
At the present stage, the most interesting characteristic of our (scanty) sample of remote M31 GCs emerges from the comparison with the case of the Milky Way and is illustrated in Fig. 8 (see also Mackey et al. (2007) ). It is quite clear that the out- skirts of M31 host a significant population of bright clusters (M V ≤ −7.5) whose only Galactic counterpart is NGC 2419, indeed a quite peculiar cluster (see Mackey & van den Bergh (2005 ), Federici et al. (2007 , and references therein). The joint luminosity distribution of remote clusters of both M31 and the MW appears curiously bimodal, with a "faint" population (M V ∼ −5) dominated by MW clusters and a "bright" population (M V ∼ −8), constituted by M31 clusters plus NGC2419, with a wide gap in the middle (M V ∼ −7). Note that while "faint" clusters are (probably) missing in the M31 sample for obvious reasons of incompleteness, the lack of "bright" and intermediate luminosity clusters in the MW is clearly a real effect. The difference between the remote GC populations of the two galaxies is even more striking if one takes into account that the M31 sample is clearly very far from complete (see Sect. 1.1.1): several bright remote clusters are probably still to be discovered.
At present, there is no obvious explanation for the luminosity distribution of remote clusters shown in Fig. 8. F07 pointed out that some of the newly discovered remote M31 GCs have half-light radii that are too large for their luminosity with respect to ordinary globulars, resembling the nuclei of dwarf elliptical galaxies instead. Mackey & van den Bergh (2005) noted that all the clusters having this characteristic (as, for instance NGC2419) have been proposed in the past, for various reason, as the possible remnants of nucleated dwarf galaxies. If part of the bright remote clusters of Fig. 8 are the survived nuclei of disrupted galaxies, the difference between the MW and M31 populations can be possibly interpreted in terms of initial conditions, that is, for example, it may have been determined by a difference in the luminosity function and/or in the distribution of morphological types of the original building blocks from which the two galaxies were assembled. In any case, it is quite clear that the study of these remote clusters may reveal us fundamental pieces of information about the early stage of the formation of the Milky Way and M31. that this is a well resolved star cluster, as recently pointed out also by Barmby et al. (2007) . While inspecting this huge batch of HST images, we identified four new candidates, listed in Tab. B.1 and christened B521, B522, B523, and B524. The images clearly reveal these objects as non-stellar: however they are faint and not clearly resolved into stars, hence a spectrum is required to ultimately assess their classification (see Fig. B.1) .
During the observing runs at the Cassini Telescope (Sect. 2.2), in addition to the remote CGCs listed in Tab. 1, we have obtained radial velocities also for 7 candidates already listed in the RBC. The results and classifications for these CGCs are listed in Tab. B.2. All of these candidates turned out to be galaxies or foreground stars.
All the present observational material has been consistently implemented to update the RBC, available on line in its latest V3.0 release. Future minor updates of the catalog will be described and commented in the RBC web page (http://www.bo.astro.it/M31/) where the catalog can be retrieved in form of ASCII files. 
